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Issues with Search bar: top results point users towards COVID and vaccine disinformation and demonstrate amount of false posts.
Instagram accounts spreading COVID/vaccine disinformation

“The average time to get a vaccine approved is 10 years and 96% of proposed vaccines fail to be approved due to safety or efficacy issues. The first COVID vaccines are due to be ready Nov 1st 2020. Most people are already connecting the dots……”

— Jason Christoff
www.jchristoff.com
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This account links to the person’s website, vaxxter.com, which has been rated RED by NewsGuard for publishing false information about COVID and vaccines.
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Vaccinetruth 🎯 🌐
Exposing the global vaccine agenda and discussing other uncomfortable truths.
Repost/share my posts!! 👍
Follow me at Parler: @vaccinetruth
www.hrsa.gov/vaccine-compensation/data/index.html

There’s a 0.01% chance of rain and I’m appalled that nobody outside is using their umbrella.

SOMEBEFORE, SOMEONE IS SHOWERING WITH A MASK ON. I JUST KNOW IT